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Abstract—Our study on the deployment topology and
communication characteristics of wireless mesh enterprise
networks (WMENs) leads to three critical security challenges: (a)
deployment of network devices are not planar, rather devices are
deployed over three-dimensional space, (b) message
generated/received by a mesh client traverses through mesh
routers in a multi-hop fashion, and (c) mesh clients being mostly
mobile in nature may result in misbehaving or spurious during
communications. We address these challenges for WMENs that
may be a small network within an office or a medium-size
network for all offices in an entire building, or a large scale
network among offices in multiple buildings. We develop a
matrix key distribution technique that perfectly suits the network
topology. A session key establishment protocol is presented to
achieve the client-router and router-router communication
security. Finally, a misbehaving client detection algorithm is
developed based on the communication history. We analyze and
evaluate the performance to show the suitability of our proposed
security solutions.
Keywords- mesh enterprise networks; key
communications security; malicious client detection.

Before identifying the security problems, let us sub-divide
the communication scenario in a typical mesh enterprise
network as depicted in Fig. 1b.
1.

2.

3.

Client-router: Whenever a client wants to
send/receive data, it communicates with its nearby
router. We consider that mesh clients are one-hop
away from their nearby routers.
Router-router: A set of stationary mesh routers form
the wireless backbone of a WMEN and data must
traverse using these backbone routers possibly in a
multi-hop fashion.
Router-gateway: As mesh routers are connected to
the wired infrastructure/Internet via wireless
gateways, they must rely on the WG to relay their
data to/from Internet.

distribution;

I.
INTRODUCTION
Wireless mesh network (WMN) represents a paradigm shift
away from the rigid, long-lead planning and implementation of
the wired backbone, and toward a real-time plug-and-play
deployment model that is up to the challenges of today’s
rapidly-changing connectivity environment. By making it
possible to put Ethernet ports anywhere—easily, instantly and
affordably—the wireless mesh will soon have a role to play in
virtually every private and public network. Wireless mesh
enterprise networks (WMENs) may be defined as a small
network within an office or a medium-size network for all
offices in an entire building, or a large scale network among
offices in multiple buildings [1]. Though standard IEEE 802.11
is being widely used in various offices, enterprise networks are
costly since connections among these networks need to be
achieved through wired Ethernet connections. If the access
points are replaced by mesh routers, as shown in Fig.1a,
Ethernet wires can be eliminated. WMNs can grow easily as
the size of enterprise expands. The service model of enterprise
networking can be applied to many other public and
commercial service networking scenarios such as airports,
hotels, shopping malls, convention centers, sport centers, etc
[1]. However, WMNs for enterprise networking are much more
complicated than at home because more nodes and more
complicated network topologies are involved.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) A mesh enterpise network deployed in a multi-floored building.
(b) A typical communication scenario: The communications between MC-MC
and MC-WG are perfromed via MRs in a multi-hop fashion where an MC is
within the transmission range of its nearby router.

In this paper, we focus on developing the security solutions
for client-router and router-router communications and do not
consider router-gateway communication security problem as
strong security may be achieved with the powerful gateway.
To identify the security problems, let us present the
underlying characteristics of the topology and communication
scenarios of a mesh enterprise network based on Fig. 1. Fig. 1a
shows a possible topology of WMEN where the network is
deployed in an office building. If nodes of a network are
distributed over a three-dimensional (3D) space (e.g., in multifloored building), it essentially differs from the design of twodimensional (2D) terrestrial networks where it is assumed that
all nodes reside on a plane [2]. Most often 2D schemes are
applied in 3D scenarios ignoring the third dimension. To some
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extent, this approach is justified and applicable without
experiencing major drawbacks. However, in some cases, 2D
projections may not provide a clear view of actual 3D
scenarios. For example, a 3D network topology may have a
negative impact on 2D geographical routing protocols (but not
on other routing protocols or security schemes). In many tall
buildings, two nodes may be found at exactly the same (x, y)
location, but on different floors and any 2D model would
assume that they are in the same location, and yet they are not.
Therefore, a modest contribution towards ameliorating key
distribution and communication security problem is crucial to
suit 3D characteristics of the network topology.
Fig. 1b shows the communications between MC-MC and
MC-WG are performed via MRs in a multi-hop fashion where
an MC is within the transmission range of its nearby router.
Mutual authentication between client-router and router-router
is a pre-requisite for secure exchange of messages generated or
received by a client. The use of public key cryptography to
authenticate the sender and receiver for every packet results in
additional delays due to high computational complexity.
Moreover, using public key for authentication requires
signature generation and verification which may lead to high
computational overhead and DoS attack respectively [11]. So,
it is preferable to develop an authentication scheme based on
symmetric key cryptography for the communication scenarios
described herein.
As all the MRs are static and MCs are mobile, the network
is compounded by the fact that MCs are dynamic in the sense
they are free to join and leave at will. This will result in the
possibility of some clients to be misbehaving or spurious and
may impair the network from achieving its desired goal.
Therefore, it is necessary to develop an efficient technique to
detect misbehavior and identify the exact node to defend the
network being crippled.
Specifically, the contributions that bring into focus of our
work shall answer the following questions:
1. Given an enterprise mesh network as depicted in
Fig.1a, how to design an efficient key distribution
mechanism that suits the underlying network
topology?
2. How the communications security between clientrouter and router-router can be achieved with the
proposed key distribution mechanism?
3. Considering the mesh clients are mobile (i.e., free to
join/leave), how to develop a detection strategy to
identify
unpredictable
presence
of
a
misbehaving/malicious client/intruder?
We exploit the matrix key distribution concept to answer the
first question. First, we provide the insight of the basic 2D
matrix-key distribution technique presented in [3], then, a 3D
technique is engineered to apply to mesh enterprise networks.
To answer the second question, we develop a session key
establishment protocol for router-router and client-router
communication. For two communicating MCs, based on the
existing communication history with a common set of routers,
we develop a malicious client detection algorithm that runs in

each router, and thereby we answer the last question.
Throughout this paper, we use the notations shown in Table I.
TABLE I.
Notation
MR
MC
WG
nonce
||
K(A, B)
E(K, msg)
MAC(K , msg)
cov(x, y)
ρ ( x, y )

NOTATIONS USED THROUGHOUT THIS PAPER
Meaning
Mesh Router
Mesh Client
Wireless Gateway
Time Stamp
Concatenation
Shared session key between device A and B
Encryption of message msg with key K
Message Authentication Code using msg and K
Covariance of variable x and y
Correlation between variable x and y

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present
our security schemes in details in Section II. In Section III, we
present security analysis. Section IV describes related works
and Section V concludes our work.
II.

SECURITY SCHEME

A. Basic Matrix Key Distribution
Suppose that there are N nodes in an m×m space, where N
= m2, and each node is assigned a position (i, j) and is denoted
as nij. Similarly, there are N keys denoted as kij. A key server
generates the keys at random and gives node nij a set of keys
which consists of all the keys that are either on the same row
or column as nij. Hence nij gets the keys according to (1).
K ij = k xy | x = i or y = j
(1)

{

}

When node A (nij) wants to communicate with B (nuv), it
simply finds out B's position (u, v ) and uses the keys kiv and
kuj which are common between A and B to compose a session
key (Fig. 2).
Key line of node A

j

Key line of node B

Key line of
node A

A

Common
keys

v

B

i

Key line of
node B

u

Figure 2. Conventional matrix-key distribution.

Weakness of this protocol is that if node A and B are on
the same line or column, any node on the same line or column
may compromise the session because it shares the same
common keys used between A and B. When A and B are not
on the same line or column, the situation is better as two
correctly positioned colluding nodes are needed to compromise
the session key. To overcome this drawback, a multi-line
protocol is developed in [3] by allocating more key lines to
each node instead of only two as in the basic scheme. In multiline protocol, the key set of node nij is assigned according to
(2).
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{

}

(2)

exactly one solution. If m is not a prime, there may exist none,
one, or more than one solution [3].

where, l = 1, 2,..., t and C p ≠ C q when p ≠ q .
Here, the key set is a set of t lines on the m×m matrix all
passing through point (i, j). If, two nodes nij and nuv want to
find a common key, they solve t(t – 1) linear equation groups,
each of which has the form of (3).
y − j + C p ( x − i ) = 0 m o d ( m ) ½°
(3)
¾
y − v + C q ( x − u ) = 0 m o d ( m ) °¿

From the 3D multi-plane key pre-distribution, each MR is
pre-loaded with L × m 2 keys, where L is the number of planes
and m is the size of the 3D matrix. The WMEN operator may
pre-distribute each MCi within its MR a subset ζ i keys from
these Lm2 keys according to (7) as
(7)
ζ i = Max{«¬ Lm 2 / n »¼ , 1}
where, n is the number of MCs under each router. Note
that, if L×m2  n, then within a router, each of the n MCs has
distinct set of keys.

Kij = kxy | y − j + Cl ( x − i) = 0 mod (m)

where, p, q = 1, 2,..., t and p ≠ q .
The solutions (x, y) are positions on the matrix of keys
that nodes nij and nuv have in common. We further refer to [3]
for clear understanding of the basic matrix key scheme.

B. 3D Matrix Key Distribution
In our scheme, the deployment space as shown in Fig. 1a is
divided into N cells of an m×m×m cubic matrix where N  m3.
Each of the m3 cells is assigned a location (i, j, k) and one
secret key for each location denoted as kijk where,
i , j , k = 0,1, 2,..., m − 1 . Then N mesh routers are placed one in
each cell with location (i, j, k). Secret keys are distributed to
MRs and MCs in such a way that each MR or 3D location is
pre-loaded with multi-plane keys and the MCs within its MR
hold a distinct subset of those keys as described below.
The key set for a router is assigned according to (4) as

{

}

K ijk = k xyz | z − k + Clα ( y − j ) + Clβ ( x − i ) = 0 mod( m)

(4)

where, l = 1, 2,..., L and C pα ≠ Cqα OR C pβ ≠ Cqβ when p ≠ q .
The key set, Kijk is a set of keys assigned to locations on L
planes on the 3D matrix all passing through point (i, j, k). Any
two communicating routers on the matrix, say, nijk and nuvw
solve L(L – 1)(L – 2) linear equation groups, each of which has
the form of (5).
z − k + C pα ( y − j ) + C p β ( x − i ) = 0 m o d ( m ) ½
°°
z − w + C qα ( y − v ) + C q β ( x − u ) = 0 m o d ( m ) ¾
°
z − f + C rα ( y − e ) + C rβ ( x − d ) = 0 m o d ( m ) °
¿
where, p, q, r = 1, 2,..., L and

(5)

(C pβ − Cqβ )(Cqα − Crα ) ≠ (C pα − Cqα )(Cqβ − Crβ ) .

The third point (d, e, f) in (5) is calculated as d = (i + u)
mod(m), e = (j + v) mod(m), f = (k + w) mod(m) by the
communicating routers nijk and nuvw. The solution can be found
easily, for example, the value of x can be calculated by (6).
(Cpβ Cqα − Cpβ Crα )(u − i) + (Cpα Crβ − Cqα Crβ )

x − 2i + u =

(Cpβ − Cqβ )(Cqα − Crα ) − (Cqβ − Crβ )(Cpα − Cqα )

K ( MRu , MRv ) = k1 ⊕ k 2 ⊕ ... ⊕ k f

mod(m)

(6)

The solutions (x, y, z) are some locations of the keys that
router nijk and nuvw have in common. Note that, when the size of
the matrix, m is chosen to be a prime, each equation group has

(8)

Then using this session key, both the routers may exchange
message securely and verify message integrity. For example,
router MRu sends a message msg to MRv according to (9).
MRu → MRv : MAC ( K ( MRu ,MRv ) , msg ), E ( K( MRu , MRv ) , msg ) (9)

Client-router SKE: A mesh client MCi may establish pairwise session key with its corresponding MRj (client i under
router j) using one of its ζ i keys prior to sending messages. To
establish a session key, MCi unicasts a key negotiation
message to communicate with MRj as (10).
MCi → MR j :
(10)
IDMCi , IDki , nonceMCi , MAC (ki , IDMCi || IDki || nonceMCi )
MRj authenticates MCi by checking MAC and accordingly
unicasts a message to compose a session key with the shared
key ki ∈ ζ i as (11).
MR j → MCi :
(11)
IDMR j , nonceMR j , MAC (ki , IDMR j || nonceMR j )
Session key K ( MR
K

(d − u) + Cpα Cqα (v − j) + Cpα Crα ( j − e) +
Cqα Crα (e − v) + C pα (w − f ) + Cqα ( f − k ) + Crα (k − w)

C. Session Key Establishment (SKE)
Router-router SKE: If we carefully look at multi-plane key
distribution (Section II-B), it can be seen that two routers can
find common keys without requiring any exchange of
messages, rather they need to compute a linear equation groups
provided that each router knows its neighbor routers’ location
information. Here, we show that two communicating routers
can establish a session key from these common keys using any
pre-defined secure function without any message exchange.
For example, they can use a subset of common keys. Suppose
two routers MRu and MRv have a subset f, of common keys and
they may compute a session key using simple exclusive OR
operations as (8).

j ,MCi )

between MRj and MCi is derived as (12).

( MR j ,MCi ) = MAC (ki , nonceMR j || nonceMCi )

(12)

Then using this session key, both the router and the client
may exchange message securely and verify message integrity.
For example, client MCi sends a message msg to MRj
according to (13).
MCi → MR j : MAC ( K ( MR j , MCi ) , msg ), E ( K ( MR j , MCi ) , msg ) (13)
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D. Malicious Client Detection
We develop a preventive solution to deal with the colluding
actions taken by the malicious intruder, i.e., mesh clients. Fig.
3 shows the communication scenario between two MC, p and q
via a common set of routers. Common set is chosen based on
the close relationship with the two communicating clients. For
example, all the past messages between client p and q traverse
through this set of routers and/or both clients have individual
communications with those routers and therefore they have an
existing trust history with the routers. Based on this trust
relationship, an algorithm is developed to calculate the
correlation between client p and q and a decision whether client
q is malicious or not is sent to client p at the time client p wants
to communicate with q.

message ratio as 80:20 for normal client, whereas a malicious
client always sends malicious messages.
Algorithm 1 Malicious Client Detection
Input: Common set of routers {M} and past communication history of mesh
client p and q.
Output: Decision on client q whether it is malicious or not.
Procedure:
1. Calculate the past trust values Tp and Tq.
2.
Divide the common set {M} and trust values Tp and Tq into g groups (g 
1) as {{Tp1},{Tp2},…, {Tpg}}and {{Tq1},{Tq2},…,{Tqg}}.
3. Arrange
the
trust
values
according
to
groups
as
{{Tp1,Tq1},{Tp2,Tq2},…{Tpg,Tqg} and calculate the correlation
according to Eq.14.
4. Calculate the average correlation ρavg =

¦ i =1 ρi / g .
g

5. Compare the correlation with a predefined threshold thresh, if ρavg 
thresh, return true, else return false.

Figure 3. A communication scenario between mesh clients MCp and MCq
via common set of mesh routers R1, R2, …, Rm.

Suppose M = {R1, R2, R3, …, Rm} is a common set of
routers through which clients MCp and MCq exchange
messages. Let us define two set trust values Tp = {t1, t2, t3, …,
tm} and Tq = {t1, t2, t3, …, tm} for the two clients MCp and MCq
respectively. Then, individual trust between MCp and its
common communicating set M is evaluated as t1 = (SpR1 - FpR1)
/ (SpR1 + FpR1), t2 = (SpR2 - FpR2) / (SpR2 + FpR2),…, tm = (SpRm FpRm) / (SpRm + FpRm). Similarly, individual trust between MCq
and M is evaluated as t1 = (SqR1 – FqR1) / (SqR1 + FqR1), t2 = (SqR2
– FqR2) / (SqR2 + FqR2),…, tm = (SqRm – FqRm) / (SqRm + FqRm).
Here, S and F denote the individual rate of legitimate and
malicious messages in communicating with the common set M.
Then we calculate the correlation ρ according to (14) as

ρ (Tp , Tq ) = cov(Tp , Tq ) / σ Tp σ Tq

(14)

where, σ Tp , σ Tq are the standard deviations of client p and
q, respectively. Based on this correlation value, a decision is
made whether a client is malicious or not. Algorithm 1 depicts
the detection procedure.
Simulation Results: We evaluate the performance of
Algorithm 1 through simulations. We consider networks of 125
mesh routers uniformly located in a 5×5×5 matrix and under
each router there are 8 mesh clients. By executing Algorithm 1,
before communicating with a client q, a legitimate client p gets
the decision whether q is legitimate or malicious based on the
previous communication history with the set of routers
common to both p and q. We set legitimate and malicious

(a)

(b)
Figure 4. Simulation results. (a) ε and ϒ with variable threshold values.
(b) ε and ϒ with different percentage of malicious clients (thresh is set to 6.5).

Detection Efficiency: Let u and v denote the number of
malicious client detected and total number of malicious clients,
respectively. Then, the detection efficiency ε is defined as ε =
u / v. And let x denote the number of legitimate clients detected
as malicious ones and y denote the total number of clients.
Then, false positive rate ϒ is defined as ϒ = x / y. Fig. 4 depicts
the simulation results. Optimal threshold value (i.e., detection
efficiency is high with minimum false positive) may be found
between 0.6 and 0.65 from Fig. 4a. Fig. 4b shows the
efficiency and false positive rate under optimal threshold 0.65
and we conclude that our algorithm performs better when the
percentage of malicious clients is smaller. So, the algorithm has
its limitation as the detection efficiency gets confined by the
number of misbehaving clients. As a future work, we plan to
further improve this limitation by solving the problem of
reducing the false positive rate while increasing the detection
efficiency.
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III. ANALYSIS
Security: From the key distribution, if size of the cubic
matrix m is a prime and the constants are distinct, then for a
particular pair of routers, there exists a number of groups of
( L − 1) other routers who, when colluding together, will be
able to compromise the session key between that pair of
routers. There are a number of groups of L colluding routers
that can compromise all session keys of an MR with any MR.
To realize this fact, note that there exists a group of ( L − 1)
routers, each of which has a distinct key plane in common with
a router A and covers another distinct key on the Lth plane used
in the session. This group is able to compromise A's particular
key for that session. A group of colluding routers, one on each
of the L planes through A, can compromise all A's
communications. However, 3D matrix key includes all the
features of the 2D scheme and it allows using more keys than
2D (in 2D keys are assigned using multi-line but in 3D based
approach, keys are assigned using multi-plane. For security
enhancement, some locations on the 3D space may be kept
empty while assigning keys to those and a WMEN operator
may change/refresh the logical locations. This will necessitate
more colluding routers to compromise all the secret keys of an
MR [3].
If routers are designed to be compromise-tolerant, then to
get all the keys assigned to an MR of a particular location, an
attacker has to capture all the MCs under that MR. Hence, by
assigning only a subset of MR’s key set Kijk to its subordinate
n

MCs such that

* ζ i ≠ Kijk

, enhanced security may be

i =1

achieved.
Symmetric key based router-router and client-router session
key establishment technique has been presented in Section IIC. Secure communication is achieved exploiting the use of
session key since a session key is an ephemeral secret, i.e., one
whose use is restricted to a short time period such as a single
session, after which all trace of it is eliminated. For a
particular session, all subsequent data are encrypted with the
session key to achieve data confidentiality and a MAC is
generated to achieve message integrity as shown in Eq.9 and
13, respectively. Replay attack is also protected as the time
stamp is used in deriving session key in client-router SKE as
shown in Eq.10, 11 and 12. Moreover, as a second line of
defense, an algorithm is presented to deal with the
misbehaving clients. The algorithm has better efficiency with
less number of malicious clients and it is reasonable to assume
that in a WMEN, number of clients is not very large.
Storage Overhead: According to key distribution, each MR
is preloaded with L×m2 keys and Each MC has to store Lm2 / n
keys. For example, a matrix of size 5, and if under each router
there are 8 MCs, then, we have 5×5×5 = 125 routers and 1000
clients. If, L = 2 key planes are allocated, then each router gets
50 and each client gets 6 cryptographic keys, respectively.
If m is prime and (C pβ − Cqβ )(Cqα − Crα ) ≠ (C pα − Cqα )(Cqβ − Crβ ) ,
two different MRs have in common either L(L-1)(L-2) or m2 +
(L-2)(L-3)(L-4) or (L-1)(L-2)2 distinct keys. In fact there are 3
cases: (1) if any 2 of 3 locations in (5) are not on the same

plane, then two MRs have exactly one position in common.
This is because when m is prime, 3 nonparallel planes have
exactly one intersecting point. Hence, two MRs have exactly
L(L-1)(L-2) keys in common. (2) If 3 locations are on the
same plane, on that plane the two MRs have m2 keys in
common. Other than these, they may solve (L-2)(L-3)(L-4)
equation groups, each of which results in an intersecting
location. (3) If any two locations are on the same plane, then
three locations have (L-1)(L-2)2 keys in common. Finally,
each MR needs to store all the ID of other routers and its
subordinates’ (mesh clients’) ID.
TABLE II.

MR-MR
MC-MR

MR
MC
MR
MC

COMPUTATION AND COMMUNICATION OVERHEAD
Sym. Key
Oper.
0
2
2

Comp.
MAC
nonce
Oper.
0
0
2
1
2
1

XOR
Oper.
f-1
0
0

Comm.
# of msg
trans.
0
0
1
1

Computation Overhead: To find common keys between
two MRs, it requires to solve linear equation groups in (5)
which is O(L3) and to compute a session key from those
common keys, they use simple f-1 exclusive OR operations as
shown in (8). To derive a session key between an MR and MC,
each has to compute only 2 MAC and 2 symmetric key
operations and generate a single nonce as shown in Table II
(Eq.10, 11 and 12). Finally, to run the detection algorithm
each router requires O(N2) computations, where N is the
number of routers. However, it reduces to O(1) since the
algorithm makes use of the previously calculated correlation.
Communication Overhead: No message transmission is
required to establish a session key between any two
communicating MR since routers know their neighbor’s
locations during network set up phase. And for both MC and
MR, only 1 message transmission is required to derive a
session key between them as shown in Table II (Eq.10 and 11).
Hence, the protocol shows its efficiency since communication
overhead is the minimum incurred by the security scheme as no
message transmission is required for the mesh infrastructure
(router-router) and only 1 message transmission required in
client-router session key establishment.
IV.

RELATED WORKS

A. Security in WMNs
Security is an important issue in multi-hop WMN which
has given a little attention in the research community. In [11],
the authors have identified the network operations that need to
be secured in WMN are detecting corrupted router, securing
routing protocol and enforcing a fairness metric. They also
referred to adapt existing solutions proposed for ad-hoc
network security. However, they ignored the class of attacks
and malicious behavior of mesh clients. Zhang et al. in [12]
have come up with an attack resilient security architecture for
multi-hop WMNs. They have modeled WMN architecture as a
credit card based e-commerce system and showed that a mesh
client needs not to be bound to a specific WMN operator rather
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this client gets ubiquitous network access by a universal pass
issued by a third-party broker. They used identity-based public
key cryptosystem for authentication and key agreement
between mesh clients and routers. Ref. [13] and [14] addressed
the issue of privacy in WMN. But, both focused on the traffic
privacy by proposing some anonymous routing algorithm.
They have ignored how to deal with identity privacy and not
mentioned how authentication and key agreement are
performed between mesh nodes. As of now, only [15] have
shown an effective way to modeling a node-capture attack in
multi-hop WMN by formulating it as an integer-linear
programming minimization problem. They claim that privacypreserving key establishment protocols can help to prevent
minimum cost node capture attack. In [16], the authors have
proposed an active cache based mechanism to defend DoS
attack caused by flooding a large volume of traffic in the
network by malicious intruders. They used most frequently
used caching mechanism to identity flooding and raise an early
alert to defend the attack. Our symmetric key based solutions
eliminate the problem of computationally expensive public key
solution and communication overhead incurred by the security
scheme.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have taken an exploratory foray into
picking the security solutions for a mesh enterprise network
employing symmetric cryptographic primitives. Depending on
the characteristics of the network topology and communication
scenarios, suitable key distribution, secure communication and
malicious client detection techniques are developed. However,
we realize that there is much more work to do. We plan to run
the experiment on the 3D topology that has been taken into
consideration in this paper. We also like to focus on the rekeying/security association issues when a client moves from
one mesh router to another (handover). Finally, we intend to
delve into the issue of end-to-end delay incurred by the
proposed solutions as this will play an important role in the
choice of right security solutions.
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